
SPECIFICATIONS

Unit Carton:

UPC: 086279199034

Dimensions: 8.66"(L) x 8.66"(W) x 13.0"(H)

Weight: 2 lb.

Cubic Ft: 0.565

MASTER CARTON

Master Pack: 4

MBC: 10086279199031

Dimensions : 18.0"(L) x 18.0"(W) x 26.0"(H)

Weight: 8.5 lb.

Cubic Ft: 4.875

FCC-2

Cuisinart® Programmable 5-Cup Percolator & 

Electric Kettle
Introducing the ultimate multi-beverage brewing experience. The Cuisinart® Programmable 5-Cup 

Percolator & Electric Kettle uses innovative technology to brew up to 5 perfect cups of coffee or heat water 

for tea in one compact unit. A magnetic drive system circulates water from the bottom up to the filter, 

extracting optimal flavor from grounds. Hot drinks are easy to customize with adjustable time, temperature, 

and brew strength. Water remains at a steady temperature for robust flavor and the 1-liter glass carafe 

doubles as an electric kettle that boils water for tea, soups and hot cereals. Complete with 30-minute Keep 

Warm plate, stainless steel reusable filter, and ergonomic handle, the Programmable 5-Cup Percolator & 

Electric Kettle brings all the beverage variety of a professional barista home to you.

- Multi-beverage system-brews up to 5 cups of coffee 

- Doubles as a 1-liter electric kettle 

- Unique brewing system circulates water from bottom while maintaining a constant temperature to optimize 

extraction

- LED displays customizable settings

- Adjustable temperature, from 160-212F, and adjustable brew time (3-8min) for customized and different 

types of beverages 

- Adjustable strength control- mild, med, bold

- Stainless steel filter basket- unique v-shaped for better extraction and superior flavor

- Countdown timer shows you time since brewed

- 30-minute Keep Warm option

- Memory feature let you lift kettle body off base while maintaining settings

- 360° swivel power base cordless convenience

- Limited 3-year warranty

C U I S I N A R  T ®   COFFEE MAKERS                                                                     
Coffee Makers

For the most up-to-date info:

https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/f71f4612-92f8-44b8-873f-c23d0ed52bbb/products/FCC-2

https://app.salsify.com/catalogs/f71f4612-92f8-44b8-873f-c23d0ed52bbb/products/FCC-2

